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Ebert - Kautsky - Levi. The final stage ~paty,the revolutionary factory organis-
of capitalism reaches its end, the last ations regrouped in the General Workers
"political relief of the german burge- Union, the revolutionary councils, the
oisie, - the end, congress of revolutionary councils, the

The end also of parties, the politics government of the revolutionary councils,
of the parties, the deceit and treachery the communist dictatorship of the
of the parties. 0OUflCilS.

It is a new beginning for the comm» Otto Ruhle
unist movement - the communist work-ers 1.920

%%%%%%%%%*%%%%
I IDlscussion

This article was written some 60 years ago. whilst some of it is relevant today
other parts are more dated. It was written at a time when there was a mass T€VUlr
utionary movement. Ruhle writes of 20 communists inca factory of 200 workers in
his example. We would find it hard to find that many in a pub 1 His article was
read by hundreds of thousands, this translation will be read by hundreds. What
I see as important is his stress on subversive activity as opposed to touting a
political.programme. On a much smaller scale we mustvencourage and support auto-
nomous groups of workers who take the struggle into their own hands. The trade
unions have shown themselves both.unable and unwilling to offer effective suport
~ they are more interested in following the interests of their bureaucracies.
As work.discipline is generally tightened up there will be continual workplace
revolts conducted outside official channels and against official instructions.
.any attempts to "take over" the unions will.merely provide another generation of
bureaucrats to piss on us.

sRuhle's stress on workplace groups is important in opposition to the struggle
in the committees where all the selleouts are made. But today people's lives are
less directly dominated by"worka Workers are less likely to live just down the
road from.where they work in a community dominated by the factory hooter. The
quantity of labour power (work) that goes into a commodity has decreased rapidly
over the last 60 years, which is why the range and quantity of goods available to,
workers has increased Somewhat, while the rate of erploitation.has also increased.
Whilst the power of capitalism is still based in the production process, it has
extended to all.areas of social life as state institutions or semi-state instit~
utions have organised health care, education, family life,sport etc etc etc.
A revolutionary movement would encompass subversive activity in all these spheres.

At a fundamental level, capitalism is a social.system which makes work the
central factor for the bulk of the population ~ the working olass. This may be
waged work, or unwaged work in the home rearing children.and keeping house. The
rapidly receding "affluent" society allowed for the development of other interests
through the consumption of commodities for some workers. Unemployment and down-
ward pressure on.wagos is limiting the number of such workers even further, under-
lining the centrality of work.

Communism on the other hand is a society which is based on the creative develp
opment of both the individual and society, as the individual will no longer be
alienated from social wealth. Work.will.not be abolished, but it will.no longer
be the central principle of our lives. This essential.if the working class is to
abolish itself as a class, and not.merely set up a state bueaucracy to rule
according to the slogan "From.each according to their ability, to each according
to their work". (This perversion of socialism continually crops up in.state cap-
italist countries the world over). Such a communist transformation cannot simply
be made on the basis of acheiving social power in the factories, but must in turn
sweep aside the factories as social.institutions and integrate work.into social
life as a whole. , - Richard Essex
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In May of this year we received news of an attempt by the Practical Anarchy group

in Glasgow to set up a Clydeside Workers Group. This is the text of.a letter by one of
our number to the group in Glasgow expressing a personalfview about the prospects for “h
doing this, drawing heavily on the history qf the“EWG....... t " 

may 115 1385 A PERSQHAL'VIEW  : l ' =*  
"l"  s o We've never had any problem from the

Dear everyone thinking of oreatiag ’ Left parties who've ignored us we're glad
a Clydeeide Workers sroup. to say. The only problem in this direction

u-
 MaYbe aeea founder member of the LWG was a year-and-a-half flirtation/manipul-

I oan Say eomethiflg usefully although I ation attempt by left-communist party ide-
know fuck-All about the Glasgow political V Ology via the International Communist
and work-place tradition of late, and hence Currant (who'd been banned back in 1978 due
about the real possibilities and character to their recruiting attempts) in.81/B2.
of a Clydesidegroup. But although in some ways we were strong &

Three or four of us- 5 anarchists in fact learned a lot from having to anal-
and one workers councillist. and all in yse the general situation and our attitudes
different industries, decided to create the more closely (due to their "heavy"academiq/
LWG 6 years ago with these aims (roughly) marxist line) and working out how we diff-

---to educate each other, to spread ideas ered from them theoretically (we were
in workplaces, to be part of the labour always totally opposed intuitively), It
movement (rather than the political move- think we also suffered from being drawn

~ment), to meet openly and weekly and to ' further away from the labour movement and
regular publicised meetings on all subjects towards the whole middle—o1aee realm of
relevant to the labour.movement. Also to’e ideas and fiebateflfor-its own Sake or in
back each other up and give support towaé Order to "intervene"(an elitist ooHoePt)-

-rds autonomous groups in our own indust- (However? Iafluenoe la Workplaoeo la
-ries/workplaces. We went out of our wayi not easy? ehd although we ehehld do more

to be undoematice down to earth and to “' to contact people and to spread basic lib-
contribute to straggles rather than muscle erhehiah ideee there“ ihlleheeh the two
in in e veheuereiet er e1itiet”heye"' e““ " main barriers are the isolation of egy;e

For the first eeuhle ef-yeere the group in the enormous sea ofhvery diverse
group floated between 5 and 7 people (were and dlY1ded Werkpleeesgespeclelly where
never had members) and we tried to build there ls he eehheetleh between Where People
up a contact list of attenders and "symp— ; llve;ehd Where they Work? ehd he greet
athisers" as our bedrock. regularly infor~* tredlheeh of eleee etruggle except lh e few
amed by post sf all discussions. Up to meJ°r.lhduStrles) and Secondey the deeply
1981 the group erew to 6_1O eetive people rooted Labour Barty/Trade Union control of
and widened out to involve more unwaged ldeee and Orgenlsatlon on the Shop floor’

. w   However. I feel we could do more andpeop1e( we never intended to be only "work-* ’ . . . . .ere" but to have an inbuilt bias that Why that there are possibilities we have failed
to avoid becoming isolated from the work- to erase" we always Seem to have deep’- place area of Struggle)“ In the last year meaningful.discussions about the role of

-1- __ n ' ..or so we've taken off a bit. getting 15- “he group how Should we Organise Ours
an n - _n  n ' h‘ h20 (and more) People each week? brihgimg elves. , what do we believe’ etc in w ic

1 . ' l - t‘ lout "Playtime" as well as our more inform- Ve all tear our halr out These con lnua1 d , 1 b ll t, ZH to , @ basic open discussions are healthy up to a
§hea§aS?r§eeh4e; u e'%nS°e'9¥:vgr’ in - point but also frustrating. I feel that' t 0" p ears we ve ri e away - _ ' - k _from our attempts to be part of the labour involvement with struggles at wor or amon

p II t th 1 d 1 * l'k dmovement (getting involved in strikes, mae S e unwagel {eep a gloupi 1 e Ours Own
t - 'th. o eking stron efforts to contact militant O Gal o  As far as how we run our meetings isq I I ' U I I .‘unionists etc.) as the epOlltlC&1n nature eeheerhed__ we|ve elweye had eh Open eeehde

of eurhgreup and dieeheeiehe hee_gTewh° . ,passed around, wn which people write what
So most people who attend come via involve- they thihh eheuld he dieeueeedo This ueua1_
ment in other groups. and very few because ly ehde up iheludine pereehel jeh/hhweeed
they hear about us where they wark. reports? Pleytime end bulletins general
Ironically the one area of st 1 hd h _ _ rheg edw ere situation,next publicised meeting (not
we o ave and e" = w eereehle Preeehee le the hheh“ many lately) and other libertarian/anar- tployed groups movement which has developed ehiSt"' t+--t- f“”

ac ivi ies going on. we try to keepin the last 2 years (about 12 grou s active =e ii-  "" W - -
P thin s.- f rmmdal .. t b l or an-and federated in the Lndon area) in which ieedgetefihgeeme 213:0 responsl 1 ye gb w

various of us have been involved in right  i p  
from the start.
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L F One problem.has been the inability to
involve many women in the LWG. either due-v
to underlying sexism. or the subject matter
of our activity or just the chicken and  w
egg problem(any woman coming along may feel
intimidated by 90%§men and so not come
back therefore making it harder for others
next time). Also very few parents come as
we meet in a pub and in the evening and
donlt offer help with babysitting(although
we did do this back in 1978 I remember).
Iive always felt that we were a group
active around the issue of work in its
broadest meaning (including childcare,

-\.
‘_|- 1|,-

anti-work etc. —although we rarely had many
students coming) but we do tend to have a
bias to workerism in the wage-slave sense.

r At the moment we include a wide range
of occupations and unwaged people but have
never managed to create any stable presence
in a particular industry or workplace p
heyond individual activity; Recently a
print group was set up involving 2 Fleet
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This might include seizure of much of
production. but also its abolition. esp-
ecially in the light of the centralised
and heirarchical character of industrial
society. p _

Life is-full of contradictions-
between destruction and creation. reform-
ism and revolution, politics and human
relationships. organisation and freedom..
...no blueprint or monolithic or dogmatic
strategy or formula can substitute for '
the continual questioning and learning
through ergerience. It is not for us to
go out and tell people what they should
do or think. but to try to participate
constructively in the society around us.
(...typists intervention-- What about
destructively??????.....) to educate each
other and to act for ourselves. .

Ultimately the processes leadin to
class conflict and social change are
everywhere but well submerged and when i
they come out in to the open they willStreet workers.2 trainees & 2 small-press move mountains” we are making our very -

workers. But shiftwork and the very diverse
nature of their workplaces meant it never
got off the ground. Otherwise we've never
really had more than two people in any
identifiable industry and. of course. some
people don't identify with their industry
anyway and don't have a stron desire to
create a presence their.

So involvement in workplace struggles
has beem on a purely individual basis. and
collectively we have abandoned attempts to
participate in picketing/strikes etc. due
to past frustrating experiences (and the-
drift away_to intellectualism that I ment-
ioned earlier). leaving our main contrib-
ution as our regular public discussions
(IKE i.e. on the rail. health. water—workers
. steel etc. strikes). This is our weakness

Just recently people have used the
growing size of the meetings as a % "._
communication forum( rather than a collec-
tive) so initiatives within the group have
developed. Hence Playtime is one such init-y
iative bye? or8 people (open to alll and
answerable to the group) and also quite a
few leaflets .mostly for lefty demos. have
been produced. Maybe this process will. (
ipill over into activity in the area of
workplace struggle. _

small but valueable contribution.
In solidarity p9

assesseawww*awwwawwwwsswwwwwwwwwaeww

BLACK SHADOW JAILEQ

5hadow'Wignal. also known as the
Black Shadew appeared in court on the
léth September accused of setting fire
to the labour exchange in Ooldharbour
Lane. He refused to recognise the court
but was still sent down for four years.

The fire caused £10,000 worth of
damage but no-one was injured. It
seems some claimants were delighted,
standing cutside and cheering, but
others who had turned up for their
personal issue maney were rather

S60‘;Offs
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CORRECTION T0 PAGE 9 I
These of you wha aren‘t clair- p

voyant will have trouble making outép  
the 2nd and 3rd lines on pagé 9-E A

The cerrectien fluid didn't work.)
properly). These lines shauld read:

M Finally some thoughts ofmine-- I "...aleH§ with Qth@r "Left Ggmmunistan
helped to create the LWG because I felt
that workplace struggle was fundamental but
not the only area of resistance. Nest of
us share this view although oouncilism and
anarchosyndicalism tend to put the work-
place central to struggle and the re-organ-
isation of society. I disagree and feel the
aim is not so much workers control as) i
human resistance inall spheres and a v~
transformation of society based on the re-
creation of the community.

Z I p_____________________________________________________________________A

to develcp a revolutienary"opposition.
within the Communist International.
They attended the third Congress of
the Communist International ...."
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Unwage -
K‘ SUI  
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In the last issue of the Bulletin (six months ago), I wrote; I
a long piece describing the efforts of some unwaged people-to‘ '
organise and campaign. Particular hassles of being unwaged are:
béing denied some of the necessities of life, being pushed into
the Pmargins" of_society, finding it hard to establish a-commun-
ity of friends and neighbours to develop resistance to the State, -~
and struggling to discover our personal and collective strength; i‘
as people and as part of a wider class. " it -i .+m¢

11| | ;
.- >-| -- . | -| - ' 7 I

Over_the§mcnths-I have found
that I have so much to do. so
many people to meet as my con-
fidence and contacts grow. that
I doubt if I*ll ever have the -
time to be employed ever again.
And good riddance. I describ-
ed how the group I was very. p
active}in_in)l982{developed,-,
the Islihgton Action GrQup-of.(
the unwaged »‘developed. elitis
ist and bureaucratic trends,
The two of us whg were pushed.
out however have involved our-
selves very usefully§with the
local Claimants Union,‘whibhi
seems to be gathering strength
and imiiiative all;thewtime, 
I had initial reservations
about "helping to get people
their rights" rather than ,*.
"fighting the system" itself.
However, the principle of@work-
ing-class solidarity, of 15
respectsforjevery individual
and of being open and practical
as a group is in fact the bed-
rockrofflreyolutionary"activity
which»which»too~often concen-

-., ' '_.v .... ‘ '

trates only on analysis and
debate,

In some ways the Haringey and
Islington Claimants Union is 1.
like the early working-class i
mutual aid societies which I
became trade unions. The is
system would like to channel “.
us into being either part of"
the wealfare services, or to
"represent" claimants (like.
the unionsq, Many Claimant N
Unions indeed are like that"-

I-uI'I

we are trying to develop the
almost buried revolutionary
traditions of the early tr de
unions. The Federation of 
Claimants Unions at its last

;, 1 -
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conference (which are convened* I
three or four times a year)  ' v‘
‘in different forms each time over)
the last l5 years, re-affirmed*"f

. wits commitment to social revoIu4'
tion (the abolition of State and‘
Business) to achieve its stated
aim of a"Socialist society in

~which all necessities are provid-
ed free and is managed and cont- -
itrolled directlyfby the people",

1 | _
' I _ . . . _ -I I

I - .‘ . - |

‘ - 1

' 1It is very interesting and indeed
frustrating to someone involved i
in unwaged activity that the vast“
majority of unwaged people either
do not7wish§to'create specific; ”*
collective organisation, or are, I
tunable (due to isolation, poverty,
etc.) Whilst benefit fiddles,
istreet culture do eXiSt on a wide
scale, it is also true that many
people are depressed, isolated,
intimidated or unsure of what to 
do with"the?r'lives or how to ""“”
cope with poverty or children,etc;
‘We are part of this unwaged en- ‘V
vironment and try to encourage  j
self organisation, solidarity and
understanding of what is going on.
- primarily by example and our_§r
involvement. u w. ‘R  ;

' l ' - . II _ P . . I , .
. , \ - -. - . | _t p . - .-

I - _- .4, -|
I I 1- ' ' . _

Recent activities, along with our
back up for any person needing'”“
advice or support, have involted?}
leafletting against voting, "-P
against "right to work" attitudes,
and campaigning against harass- -
ment of claimants by fraud squads,
we often discuss getting things _
for free via fiddles or stuff)
thrown in skips orthat nature_
itself offers us (herbs andifj

,__|-I _

plants growing wild, etc),  Q,_

we work with other similar groups;
through the Federation. _ ,

an _ _

... - - 1 I - €'_
' . - Q-5-1', ' - "-
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Unwaged Repeat, ..wt1“ “e” "‘”"
(We are the co-ordinating group ~
for the London area) and the" L
London and S.E. Federation of
Uhwased}sP¢ups- Hamster. bne. 
body we éré§very wary of is the
buearucratic and leftists

._ I “I1 - I'.I.I. ,_

National Unemployed Workers‘ -
Movement - it has many honest ;
and*activ€ individualsjand.1"-"
groups supporting it but it is
more an institution seeking "
recognition from the TUC and to
"represent" the unemployed *  f
rather than a self-managed(__ *
movement. "  

- I _ _ _

f* i’ *_ So anyway, unwagedi
people face quite a challenge_
in breaking down their ';isola-
tion from each other and those
employed. (What can unite us “U
all is our resistance to work
in and out of wage labour, our
struggle to secure common basic
needs and our resistance to the
common cppressor - the organis-
ed inhumanity of the industrial
capitalist system we are forced
to accept. '"’ R Ii“),

., L

11- - I - J" ' ' ., . . II

Solidarity and sharing is our ‘
strength. U" T.

;- I T". i Dave M. I
0|
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Note for All Claimants: ” the “
secret social security pa ments
instructions (5,000 pages)are
nqw being published-- cost £25‘
from HMSO.v""No:individua1 is"
going to pay (or be able to r“
pay fora copy) but it is I 6
supposed to be available in N
every DHSS office and can be
consulted on request. - D.M.
jilii\QIi’i:SIipqa-L1-union:-n-qgxllnrnnq-nnunnninja;-na|—a|ni4IQn

Eomment:
1 - 1.~,<~ ‘WORKING Qygariws?

Some comrades seem to be under
the impression that those of us
who object to working overtime‘
d0‘SO§fPOm;th€'&1tTUiStiC mote-
ive that it will put pressure  
on employers to employ more J1
workers - or atZleastxreduce=I
the rate of increase of unem- .
plyment.I They say that it is
a.desperateghandleuforhtradepi~
unions to use in the face of W"

--1.- +- -

,-.| I .

1

__,._1
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 ;;Comment; Working Overtime? cont:

falling membership. ;Or that bann-
ins °VeFtim?'i5mfin attempt to-1
combat unemployment and-introduce
some utopian co-operative dream of
job sharing.- -w .~a-.I.~¢mi ;,I

- ' ' . . ; _-- Z -.--. "-:~'- ' '1 ' , l. || '| . _ ~ -‘ _ . I - ' I ~I '1 I

(I know of at least one individual
putting forward anti-anti-overtime
arguments - presumably to soothe
his conscience for working regular
overtime, the proceeds of which
albeit finance a good cause.)i

There is, of course, more to it.
Overtime is cheap labour - cheap-
er for bosses to employ regu1ar~
workers on overtime rates than I
employ extra workers._§ ~i.

F
. 1 '

Regular overtime gives workers a,
false sense of high earnings,  .
whereby unions/bosses keep basic
ratesglow..TBut.most¢important,I
working overtime is a major (,5 _
incursion into that most precious
commodity — one's own timé. wit“
Minimum hours should be adhered.
to strictly.(i I . s -.E.?) Q ~

I . . I _ -

In capitalist society life.is
divided(into work,jrest“and.play.
whetherpwork.isIan_actualijob,fiq
unpaid domestic work, studying 77
or dealing with ddle/social/  ;.1
security. ‘It is every revolution-
ary's responsibility to minimise
the time they allow the boss to,

- - . _ 1 u _

have." ‘sh eI T, I _Qj.
"\\-- 1 1 - ' ,.--1 - --" ""'

-1- I I I . ‘ . 1
_ _ I 1- I I

. II 1 _

Remember: The more overtime you.
do, the more tax you pay, the more
profit you make for the rich,_ It
makes you more productive, more ;.
efficient, more complaint., Dont
make it easy for the;bosses,_ ,p(
Fight for the right to b6,lazy3,

I ' L

Stepneyhack. L .. “,1. I '
u

I __ ‘ - .
1 ‘1 '

News Brief: . ' .I1 
* I I,

I D
_ . . I- .-

LLMurdoch's Millions, .
|'-

4|-11 . I . -

1 - Robert Murdochis News
Corporationrecords;aIprofit;ofj§j
£56.l million in the year ending,
June 30, up fess €3.2 million the
previous rear.ee  ~ . e" i 
111.!’ "-':.:. -tit‘-sin»-I111»;KilljiIiiXi li¥-liillli-ill
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0 CLASS EDUQATION.-mlHf. ,m--m .Mgr,l.

Education should not just be for a few, or about the preparation
for a profession. But with new pPOpOS&1S to make studgnts pay*-
back grants once qualified,Hthen education will affect~job, --
prospects to an extent not felt before. ‘This will not just be a
further move towards educational establishments being training
grounds and research centres for capitalists, but will make it<
easier to maintain the class basis of education and thus jobs.» 

>Perhaps it is worth while_ “o
noting how the American educa-
tion system works, with having
to start paying back grants
within four months of qualif-
ication. There is no need to
go into the details about the
ramifications of such a system
rBut can you imagine being a
student on food stamps, with
the prospect of $15,000 (plus)
to pay out? Clearly, this is
a very great contributing
factor to the right wing basis
of American university stud-
ents, it is only the rich that
can get further education. we
do not wish for a similar for
a similar style of education_
in Britain.   

Already with present trends in
education, with low qualifica-
tions and the way the social
security system.works, the
class basis of work, the o T
industrial/military system is
being bolstered to an increas-
ing extent.

If one is on social security
then one can not do certain
types of training as this
would be seen as a reason for
not being available for work.
Thus one cannot imrease one's
chances of getting a job by
increasing one's skills and so
a very subtle attack is being
made to the education system,
i.e., less demand means less
courses available. If you
have worked hard all your life
and decide to do some vocation-
al training mid-life, then if
you have saved over £2,000 its
hard cheese, you will not be
able to get social security
until that money has gone.

|__ .-|. ..
- _ ' - ‘ I

. -:5 I-I n -. .
' . _'. 1 '

‘ - I . -

This means that anyone who has‘
dependents will become very re-
luctant to go off voluntarily and
retrain. Even part time courses
to get qualifications that used to
be available are no longer there.

. . r‘ .

- I '\. ‘

Take for example the Library; 5
Association qualificationsa~What
is true of the L.A@ is also true
of many other "professional"* -
organisations. Many of the same
criticisms of the LA can also be
held against the EMA, or the legal
profession. They are class orient-
ated, and work in such a way that
they are hard to get into because
of financial constraits in training,
etc. -I would also contend that it
is the same for many so-called
professional bodies and it is ~
getting worse‘ I would therefore
maintain that as presently used,
the word "professional" means *
within.the job market "self- P
pro-creating mafia". This, with
the Ministry of Death propaganda
to join the "professiionals" makes
the word "profession" a very dirty
‘wQrd1_ _,@,,.* -'- ,QO' _4y7,

The professions are class orienta-
ted and work in such a way thatf
they are hard to get into because
of financial restraints.

~

However, to come back to the L,A,
system. -In order to get above a
job-grade, which one could~get -
above within-other~Wlocal govern-
ment" departments, which is not all
that great, one has to have an A.
charter. Job experience takes no
account of this, which is-the case
in other local government" depts.
In order to get qualified it takes
three years. If-you already have
a degree, then it takes one year.

- ... _ . _ .
‘ _ F . . 5 I. . '_- I-I 1 _ I-_ 1 ,

. , ,. I ‘_ ' . - "Ir-1 ',_ I _ . || I ‘ _. - I
.
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P93? graduate course, 1.9.
three to four years. After
that it takes another three. 
years to become chartered, 1;e.t
some six to seven years. If
one already hasa degree,thenw
it would still take sevens,

__| __ , , 0 .

years to become_chartered..Ins
order to get into a position
that in other jobs with some
employer one would be attached
without a degree! This three
years to get chartered used to
be one year and one was able _
to get_Oualified on a day re-
"lease course. No. Longer.  
Anyone who has been working in
libraries for a number ofi-
years, who has got dependents,
and wants to get on, can only
get on by getting out.. Moves
are afoot to'make life better,

STATE TTDTDUSTRIES . . . "MONS TEES! " Cent:
+__ 

of the Ctapitéiliéf econdmy and had‘ no-
"b0 0.0- with SOCi8.]LiS.1ll¢~;j¢ y - _

Is it to be wondered at "that lenien-
; f 4

\' ‘I . - 1.alisation has contributed sol1;"r.a;sis.i.vely
to unemployment Britain's basic ind-
ustrics such as coal, rail, steel,
electricity, gas, water, ship-bui Ld»T
Meanwhile those trade union leaders who
supported these nationalised industries
are now frantically upon "the-_
workors, being thrown on the scrapheap

?

to resist the closures which inevitably
take place, whether the government of;
the day is Labour or Tory, so that
stead of "big" monsters we "dwarf"
monsters. y ' ‘ IP-

What is conveniently forgotten is
that when the tories have been in off-s"L e. to ive hi her; radi S g ipe sinee the war, they shower. very

-to hase afi -the bfi-t-tomg _ _ little lllClill&'bi0l'l ‘[30 ClGI1€3.l3i0sIl8.l.iS€->
thatrs ‘no solution -to’-the, _, A while the older fiidustries were being
problem. 1=Within,libraries .
you have a situation of these
with cor, '-Ob radin "with ' provement and to finance massive redun-

tlhose Igradeg arg» -unatiéchable eancy and the of millions on

restructureci’. by an enormous input of
state capital for technological in-»

working side by side. . This the lam” m8‘rk@t€ for the most Part
means that libraries are be- _lKW@r'K>w@fl@eseHh ‘as
COII1i1'1g IIl01"@~.,C1assi _baSed“_,8I1d y The present Tory government while
those; who. run them are ,increas- ta suppart. even ’-further
ingly if having 1eSS,,f:9nd 195$ f worestructurine of State industries,
understanding of what real  e always mindful ofthe fact that  
10081 needs GT9.» Imagine ‘bWO~ 5 the public zindustries were brought i
people working side by“ side, 0 ~;;_nt,, being by kind p§G_I'1I1j=‘_lS.S';iQ_1‘1-___Q~_fT P;-a.
in many,-_ "I'_‘€'SpE'C'l3S‘ ‘doing. Th9. »- - vieus. labour goveInnents,7 is now
same work-, but one having. really looking to these industries to see  
good prospects, while the 0
other iS5"i1’1-'1'-1 dead j0b. profit can be hived off for privatisa-
ThiS leads ‘T50 ‘H -1013 Of resent-; tion ta the benefit, ofwprivate enter-
ment. _ prise and even grea.ter profitto those

With the decrease in apprent-
ishius and increased need to
oualify in places of full time
education, then the power of
the professional organisations
will increase. If one has to-
pay back for one*s*edU§?tion,§
then the results»arejonly?tor
be dreaded. -<As workers.we

_' ' I -0" -

have much{to~thank-those
studnets who are campaigning.
the idea of grants becoming "
loans. iFor¢once'we have_no
cause to shout."bloody7' ‘ ,
studnetsl" ""'" ‘-' _

"  ' Beetle.‘
ii-Iiiliiiiiilliiai¢1~1|-I1:-iI_1l4l|n_n-i@II—-ii

which parts of then that do 1;1al<;e a

with spare capital. in their ibuckeits.
For verily the T.~I11~;)]i_G_p1lIf]__3'cJS.£9. of the
capitalist sys te1:1- to ~ac'cunulate,
accur1ulat._e and make. wealthy even
more wealthy, ceznpletely regardless of
the so cial consequencges ~fbr the
that creates all 't3ilC._]_J€}i'53;i‘.'m'l in the
first place - the wo,rki11g:.,y‘class.“¥ Q
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Letter from BRU Page 21

Controversy raged over LWG articles about the class position of Social Security officials. The letter below was
written in response to the Workers Playtime and Scorcher articles reprinted on the following pages. The Playtime
article was about the Birmingham SS strike, sold out by the union executives.

Dear London Workerist Group,

I did not have enough time to discuss in
full the last issue of Workers Playtime at
the Claimants Union conference (Swansea,
March 11-12th) but there are a couple of
things that I want to say, specifically
about the DHSS strike here in Birming-
ham. Being in the Claimants Union (C.U.)
I was ‘involved’ from day one as it were.
Basically the article is OK — the factual
content is good -— but the analyses are a
cause for concern. As far as the back-
ground to the strike, the unions have
been complaining about low staffing for
years, but nothing was done. Claimants
could stand for hours in their dole office,
no ‘striking for our benefit’ then. When
ethnic monitoring was talked about, we
in the C.U. went along with immigrant
groups to the S.S. and Employment

ffices to get some move against the
introduction of this blatantly racist
scheme. What we got was violence and
indifference from the staff. We at the
C.U. have been witness to so many
Specialist Claims Control Unit (S.C.C.U.)
‘interviews’ where the S.S. staff co-operate
all the way. They prosecute for ‘fraud’
because they can get more money from
the courts in these cases. They take
payment books off single women accused
of co-habitation. They refuse emergency
payments. And so on.

The office that went on strike after
Erdington was the one that ‘serves the
‘vagrants’. The worst served get the worst
service. The C.U. produced a leaflet saying
that we did not agree with the strike, and
that for the strike to be successful it needs
the support .of workers in the Inland
Revenue, Ministry of Defence etc. for this
limited type of strike punishes claimants
and simply saves the government money.
There was a T.V. crew there, but our
speeches were not shown. In fact the
media response was a kind of sympathy
for the strikers — nobody gives claimants
any sympathy. When people came to see
us at the C.U. during the strike we said
burn the dole office down. We had tried
to ‘forge links’ with the unions during
the strike, but because we did not ‘support’
them they did not want to know.
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What annoyed me about the article in
your rag was this wonderfully intellectual
analysis of why we claimants should
actually support the bloody S.S. You
then say why we should not. I hate to use
the work ‘vanguardism’, but there is a
sense of ‘we have the monopoly of truth]
analysis’ about the mag, and about the
DHSS article in particular. ‘We have it all
sussed’ — do this and do that and the
system will fall. It is too wordy, too intel-
lectual; the typical reaction of people not
involved in the thing they are writing
about. The problem with the article is
that it says nothing really, the points are
lost under analysis and rhetoric. It is OK
for ‘people like us’ who like to think that
we have this degree of ‘political sophis-
tication’, but I can imagine the response
of people who come to the C.U. here,
most of whom are illiterate, if I showed
them the article and tried to discuss the
analysis with them. The problem with
papers/articles such as yours is that the
analysis can run ahead of the events and
people that it is supposedly aimed at.

A couple of things about the strike:
50-70% of staff were working during the
dispute, one office stayed open through-
out, the emergency offices were staffed
by SCCU members fresh from Oxford.
The strike has brought no benefit to the
strikers and real hardship to claimants.
Now we have the ‘poverty lobby’ coming
here to ‘analyse the effects of the strike’.
With the strike coming so soon after the
Oxford incident, the DHSS and police
must have had their notepads open and
pencils poised waiting to see what claim-
ants will put up with. The strike actually
came at the worst possible time — winter,
near Christmas — and there was not even
a murmur of discontent. Against this,
your ‘in depth’ seems even more pointless.

As for the article distributed at the C.U.
conference it serves its purpose well -- it is
a pity that the print leaves black marks
on your bum. Unknown to the left you
are nicking their slogans and analysis; or
is it just to show how empty and worth-
less they are ? There is ‘. . .both the
unions and the left are getting further
away from the majority of the revolu-
tionary class’. There is a constant sniping
at the ‘working class’ for not being rev-
olutionary, and holding up a banner of
‘the dispossessed’ on the basis of a few
nots. There is a naive anti-work ethic
throughout the peice, which smacks of
the stuff written by people who have
never had a ‘working class job’, but have
spent their ‘working lives’ in some uni-
versity or polytechnic, or as social
workers who come out with the ‘we
know where it’s at’ attitude. Basically
both articles are written from a distance
with misty eyes, and are as full of contra-
dictions as the leftist nonsense that they
purport to replace. ‘Revolution by Proxy’
is the phrase to usel think.

JVWHO3

The leaflet goes on about some guy burn-
ing down the dole office, and in the next
paragraph, as in the Playtime article,
pleads for solidarity with the S.S. You
talk about -the C.U. ‘jerks’ who want to
be social workers (and as a C.U. member I
know the feeling) and that ‘we’ do not
need them. But who are ‘we’? The C.U.?
Claimants‘? Do you believe that you
represent the view of the claimants? The
analysis is far too simplistic. Nowhere is
this more apparent than when writing
about ‘the riots’ and ‘Black people’. (You
are all white I presume.) All that crap
about how contact would ‘undoubtedly
have been established between rioters
and early morning shift workers . . .’
which would have led to an insurrection
like Paris ’68 (yawn,yawn).

The prescience of the point in question is,
I believe, based on wishful thinking. You
have this typically Southern idea of Liver-
pool, the ‘Boys from the Black Stuff’
syndrome, where Liverpudlians are seen
as some kind of happy ape, resistant to all
forms of authority, full of solidarity, like
the miners. You also have the same socio-
logical jargon for black people, the same
old white leftist misconceptions, the same
old pathetic categories. ‘The culture of
young blacks means living your life out on
the streets. Honestly, it ’s not far short of
racism, ‘ uncle Tom-ism’ beloved of trendy
white lefties: get ethnic man! Revolution
is smoking dope and engaging in petty
crime; ignore the sexism, the racism, the
reactionary self-indulgence —- it ’s much
more radical than anything that the white
working class has to offer. Grow dreads,
be ‘black’ without experiencing the
oppression, lie back, drift off and imagine
it. You could be in your student bed-sits
again, curled up with Marcuse.

I would not be so presumptuous as to say
what life in Brixton is like, I do not live
there. But life here in Handsworth seems
pretty similar; where the ‘progressive’
black groups and people that I work with
suffer the violence of the dope smoker]
petty crime/hard crime crowd. Where all
those white punks on rope think it’s such
fun, so revolutionary, to drop acid at a
blues and miss the point; then say let’s
riot for a few quid. Why work? Drop out
at the state’s expense. ‘Bombs not jobs’.
There is probably a lot more to say, but
I have to go to bed now.

Yours fraternally, sensitive, angry,
Marcus Clayson.
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This is the second half of the article in Playtime 1.
about the SS strike. The first half was a detailed
account of how the strike was sabotaged by the
union.

ISOLATION
Union sabotage is no surprise. The

unions aim was to trade worsening
working conditions for a "big" pay 1-15¢
Faced with militancy over conditions
they did their best to limit it to small
areas, and restrict Struggle to useless
activities like one day strikes. Taking
charge of negotiations they traded the
strikers demands for union participation
in a ‘joint review‘ with "ministerial
involvement". The inability of the stri-
kers to rapidly extend the strike them-
selves meant that their sacrifices were
ultimately useless. The unions knew
that only by refusing to cooperate with
emergency centres and shutting down
the benefit computers could sufficient
pressure be put on the govt, to win the
strike. (Local authorities would then be
obliged to make emergency payments to
claimants at great difficulty and cost. )
Indeed while the strike was on the C-PSA
voted to reverse previous policy and do
all those things in any future strike over
pay. As CPSA senior vice-president
said: "Public sympathy never won a
dispute for anybody. " In this Strike
however the strikers were deliberately
isolated - understaffing was treated as
a local problem to be negotiated . and
the strikers were ‘special cases‘ due to
‘appalling working conditions‘.

Leftists took up this theme parrot
fashion, and called for solidarity for
the strikers as they belonged to an imp-
ortant sector of white collar militancy.
Such calls for solidarity largely fell on
stony ground. Oxford Claimants Union
did collect 900 signatures from claimants
supporting the strike - but at a subsequ-
ent national clainnants union conference
they were notably isolated in arguing for
such support. Most claimants and ex-
claimants regard calls for solidarity
as a sick joke in light of their experien-
ces at the hands of the SS.
BLOODY MINDED

At first sight this refusal of solidar-
ity might seem reasonable. Some SS
officers try to help claimants - but aside
from pressure of work the system itself
strangles any good intentions. Staff who
appear pro-claimant are swiftly moved
off the public counters if not back into
the dole queue. And many SS staff allow
themselves to adopt the attitudes tow-
ards claimants the system encourages
No-one who‘ s spent any length of time
in SS offices will fail to have their
share of horror stories. At this point
the leftist argument about the increased
militancy in SS offices has to be seen in
context. The CPSA and SC PS were trad-
itionally right wing unions. Only recen-
tly have the effects of cuts and pay
restraint had an effect on militancy.
This has been increased by the influx
of younger, often better educated people
into the civil service. Many having
resigned themselves to a shitty clerical
job opt for the SS as an opportunity to
do "something socially useful". As a

result militancy often gpes hand in hand
with leftist ideas. (One result the Broad
Left capture of the CPSA exec. last
year - where they have acted like any
other bureaucrats. ) However militancy
is most commonly expressed in the form
of bloody-mindedness about the job. And
bloody-mindedness is by no means auto-
matically channelled into class struggle.
It can as easily be directed at claimants
and fellow workers, as at management
(often enough at both).

Refusal of solidarity on these grounds
is understandable - but also unjustified.
Misdirected bloody-mindedness is
scarcely unique to SS staff — its general
among workers who have to deal with
"the public“ or "the customers". Its
quite unreasonable under the circumsta-
nces to demand that SS staff act like
angels before supporting them.
WHOSE BENEFIT ?

There are more concrete obstacles
to solidarity - ironically highlighted by
this strike. The strike was presented
as for claimants benefit, to fight for a
‘better’ service. Yet its quite debatable
whether its in the interests of claimants
for the system to run smoothly. They
certainly suffer from mistakes and
delays in payment due to understaffing.
-They equally certainly benefit from the
situation since understaffing means the
policing functions of the SS are also
swamped. At one level the SS have less
time and manpower to harrass women
over cohabitation, chase people for not
"genuinely seeking work" or to force
people off the register - all part of the
normal functioning of the system. At
another level as benefits are held down
below poverty line levels and people are
forced to supplement them illegally,
understaffing means less time spent
chasing moonlighting and fiddling.

Many SS staff would like to see a
liberalisation of at least the fir st
of these aspects. But the social secur-
ity system is an essential part of the
apparatus of power wielded by the
capitalist state. Given a level of poverty
and unemployment its the job of the SS
to maintain those affected - thus making
sure the poor are not forced to organise
themselves to fight for a living. But to
do so at below poverty line levels - thus
maintaining the incentive to find work
and not lose it. SS militants who want
the system to run ‘properly’ and to
offer an ‘adequate service‘, are only
asking for this part of the states social
policing apparatus to run efficiently and
fairly. A fair days benefit for a fair days
observance of the rules. Since in reality
the system can't afford adequate benef-
its this is scarcely in the interests of
claimants.
COMMON INTERESTS

Responding to calls for solidarity
with crys of "Soft Cop" are unreasonab-
le - however understandable. All of the
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adminstrative and policing arms of
capitalism have swollen enormously in
recent years - from the extra layers
of personnel and supervisory, clerical
and accounting staff in industry, to the
massively increased state bureaucracy.
SS workers are only different in that
workers are more visibly affected by
what they do. The lowest levels of the
SS are as badly paid and overworked
as any other section of workers. To
single them out because their activities
harm other workers is illogical - the
nature of capitalism is that all workers
are forced to compete with one another,
and perform activities which in part
if not solely harm other workers. But
the full implications of this argument
must be understood - if its illogical
to refuse solidarity on such grounds,
its equally illogical for SS workers to
seek solidarity on the grounds of
defending the system.

Demands for bitter pay or conditions
can only ever benefit particular sections
of workers in the short term. What
capital‘ s forced to give with one hand
it takeg back with the other (whether
by more work, shoddier goods or
higher taxes or inflation). Consequently
at this immediate level the only common
interest of workers is in seeing that
wherever bosses and workers are in
dispute that the workers win. (The
principle obviously applies through all
sections of the working class - employed
or unemployed, waged or unwaged).
That equally means refusing to take the
pressures and divisions the system
imposes out on each other, but turning
them back on the bosses and the system
they administer. At times like the
present when bosses have been fright-
ened into acting tough by increased
competition and falling profits, and
workers have been cowed by the fear
of unemployment, solidarity at this
level is particularly important. The
string of defeats over the last couple of
years demonstrates this all too clearly.
SOLIDARITY

To the extent that workers allow
themselves to be isolated by capitalism
and accept without challenge the divisions
it imposes - to the extent that they
follow its rules and discipline and
cheat one another - the possibility of
solidarity is diminished and each
isolated section is more easily kept
down.
But beyond the short term, the common
interest of workers isn't in seeing the
system run "properly" - in capitals
terms that can only mean making
sufficient profit to buy off discontent
- and today capitalism can't even do
that. Our common interest is in
seizing control of our lives and activity.
In overthrowing the things - wage
labour, commodity production, the
exchange economy and the state - which
prevent us creating a world based on
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our needs and desires. Genuine solid-
arity can only begin to emerge when
solidarity with one anothers defensive
struggles against the attacks of capital,
turns to the offensive in common stru-
ggle to overthrow it. Not for the work-
ing class to capture and control the
system - but for the working class to
overthrow class society, to abolish
themselves as functionaries of the
system along with the system itself.

It is because of this that there is
genuine difficulty in responding to calls
for solidarityof the sort made by the
DHSS strikers. Because genuine
solidarity can only begin at the point
at which workers are ready to confront
and subvert their own functions.

While the article above was criticised
for being too liberal towards the SS
our leaflet below was criticised for
lack of proletarian solidarity with
them. Strike me pink, wot _a
b*****d, eh playmates ? Its a fanr
cop guv. but society's to blame.
(Class Warrior Typists Note).
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AN OPEN LETTER TO THE LONDON WORKERS GROUP ABOUT
THEIR LEAFLET ON SUPPLEMENTARY BENEFITS.

Manchester Wildcat group were quite impressed by the leaflet “Whose
Benefit? Changes in the Social Security System" published by the London
Workers Group and we have decided to distribute it in Manchester.

However we felt that the leaflet was marred by the following line “still
it's not all bad - 1,000 of the bastards will lose their jobs as a result of
these changes." We are going to delete these lines by Tippexing them out.

We don't want to glorify the role of DHSS workers. Some of them, such
as members of the Fraud Squad are no better than the police. But these
are not going to be the ones who lose their jobs. Many DHSS staff - clerks
and typists for example - are ordinary workers trying to earn a living as
best they can. As such they are subject to the same frustrations and
attacks as the rest of us. Important links could be forged between these
DHSS workers and the unemployed. Insulting people and telling them
that you are glad they are going to lose their jobs is not the way to forge
those links. '

Obviously some DHSS staff can be obstructive when the mood takes
them, although often the rules of the bureaucracy they work for leaves
them no choice. But DHSS staff who are deliberately obstructive rightly
deserve our anger and any way of expressing this anger should be encour-
aged.

A reduction in the numbers of DHSS workers will have the effect of
making things worse for claimants. Dole queues are not enjoyable for
most claimants, and an extra thousand in‘ the dole queue from the DHSS
will not make things better for anyone.

On a personal note l would like to add that I dislike intensely the term
bastard as an insult. As someone who disapproves of marriage I think any-
one who chooses parents that are not married deserves to be congratulated
not insulted.

Steve, on behalf of the Manchester WILDCAT group.

T H E GU A R D I-A N Tuesday Slfllmber 27 1983

- ~  y Tebbit says dole ‘fraud
-=1 er or _R.e'fu" ._ ucan insist you are put ....-..-.‘Ref-Mayo“ we y squad ’ has saved £1 m
POSTAL CLAIMS. You will no longer get an inter-

view at the DHSS. Instead, the
dole office will give you another, even longer, form
(a BIPC) to fill in and send off to your local SS office.
This may sound great — no waiting or queueing. BUT...
the fonn is 8 pages long with 109 questions. If you fill
it in wrongly, it will be sent back for you to do again.
You won’t get any money until it’s right. In a recent
tryout, only 1 person in 20 did it correctly. You will
be asked about your relationship to other people in
your household. Beware - for example, if you say your
landlord is a relative, or that a person of the opposite
sex who isn’t a dependent lives in the household it can
lead to even longer delays and reductions in benefit.
(Still it’s not all bad - 1000 of the bastards will lose
their jobs as a result of this change).

COMPUTERISATION. Over the next few years, th
s DHSS svste is - ~ cl co r

By David I-Iencke, Social
Services Correspondent

Mr Norman Tebbit,= the
Employment Secretary, is
claiming that up to £1 million
may have been saved in bene-
fit payments by using his new
fraud squad, the Regional
Benefit Investigation Team, to
persuade suspect claimants to
stop drawing unemployment
benefit.

Letters sent to unions by Mr
Mick Downing, management
side secretary of the Depart-
ment of Employment, say that
869 people in the West Mid-
lands, North-west and South-
east of England have been
persuaded to stop claiming
benefit.

According to his figures, if
each claimant then avoids
claiming benefit for 26 weeks

some £503,000 can be saved. If
a claimant can be stopped
from applying for benefit for
a year the savings rise to
£1,314,019.

The letters have been sent to
Civil Service unions to counter-
act adverse publicity about the
nationwide establishment of
the teams

y The letter confirms that the
object of the exercise is to per-
suade people not to claim, and
that the department would
break even if all suspected
claimants co ld be dete-rred
from claiming? for 10 weeks.

, The trial exercise has cost
the department more than
£307,000, including an expenses
bill of £96,693 shared between
30 people. M-r Downing says
that the average claim per day
for expenses is about £18.
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THE SCO HE RTICLE
This article was originally published in the Scorcher. It was reproduced as a_ leaflet by a
London Worker. Hence the confusion in the letter from Brum as to |ts or|g|n.

Unknown to the left, incapable of orig-
inal thought because of their dead
weight of history and ideology, the
nmjor point of class confrontation has
now shifted away from the workplace onto
the streets and into the realms of
everyday life outside of work,(ib seems).
The official labour movement, which has
always excluded all but wage earners,
is now disintegrating before the eyes of
its leaders. A majority of the 'working'
class are not now engaged in producing
anything. As trade union membership dips
below ll million so the number of UHEUP
ployed creeps closer to S million. The
campaign against redundancies in the old
industries - power, steel, transport,
engineering - is lost and the unions are
busy trying to reconstitute their power
base by recruiting among the civil ser-
vice, management and the professions.
White collar unions like NALGO, TASS,
CPSA gain in strength as the giants of
the past, TGWU and AUEW, lose theirs. By
recruiting among middle class groups,
such as social workers, the left will
have a better long term chance of power
in the union bureaucracies - the Mili-
tant Tendency now control the CPSA. But
in fact both the Unions and the Left are
getting further away from the majority
of the revolutionary class. Only a small
section of the working class has been
able to sustain its job security and
living standards while the rest get rel-
egated to menial, insecure and part-time
jobs. To ignore these fundamental chan-
ges in class relations and continue
fighting the battles of the past is ab-
surd. The only experience common to all
sections of the working class is not un-
employment but poverty. The working
class fight in the short term is not
about struggling for employed poverty,
it is about fighting poverty itself.

Everyone knows, whether single people or
families, that it is impossible to sur-
vive on dole money — you would either
commit suicide or starve. So people find
ways of getting more money. This takes
many forms. Working while on Social Sec-
urity and not declaring your earnings;
members of your family working - wblsfln
doing part-time bar work, cleaning, can-
vassing - and not declaring it; payment
for such work will often be ‘off the
cards‘ ignoring statutory deductions like
tax or insurance; straightforward fidd-
ling of the social security by fraudu-
lent claims - false addresses, extra
rent, special claims for bedding, furn-
iture you already have, cashing ‘lost’
giros etc; theft - from robbery, burg-
ling warehouses, nicking lead, shop-
lifting; selling stolen goods; fraud -
running up huge debts on hire purchase,
credit card and mail order catalogue
rip-offs; fiddling your gas or elec-
tricity meter or reconnecting your sup-
ply when cut off; not paying your rent
or rates or fines. Of course it's not
just the unemployed who do this. Many'
workers take second jobs where there's
no tax or insurance cards; they act as
sales agents for goods, stolen or oth-
erwise, in their factories; they steal
goods or money from the factories or
shops where they work; often they steal
parts and reassemble the finished prod-
uct in their own homes e.g. washing
uachines; they make things for them-
selves at work using the bosses‘ mater-
ials and the bosses‘ time.

The stealing of time from the boss is
nnre important than stealing actual

. .- . _,-

goods. when you sell your labour power
to a boss his profit is gained by pay-
ing you less than the value of your work
- hence the permanent struggle to get as
such back from him as you can, whether
through wages or fiddling. But you also
sell your time to him - 40 hours a week,
a huge chunk of your life - and the
struggle at work to re-possess this time
is the one that leads to the most class-
conscious activity. Thus during the
ASLEF dispute the press discovered that
many train drivers would be in the local
rather than on the loco - their mates
having clocked in and done their work
for them. Clocking in for others, fidd-
ling time and overtime sheets, sleeping
on the job, playing cards, sabotaging
the assembly line are all ways workers
collectively seize back their time from
the boss.

illegcllily
Thus many people have developed their
own ways of getting money outside of the

official economy. All of them are ill-
egal and labelled criminal by the state.
Millions of working'class people are now
forced into illegality by the state by
the simple daily struggle to survive.
The only 'crime' of the claimants sent
to gaol by the Oxford magistrates was to
be homeless and unemployed. Whole working
class communities now face similar thre-
ats every day of their lives.
In the past people have kept quiet about
this illegality because ofl»the ever-
present fear of the nark - the ‘good
citizen‘ who phones up the SS to tell
them your wife's working in the local
pub. Thus things are kept private, with
accompanying feelings of fear and guilt,
rather than made collective, with accom-
panying feelings of solidarity and agg-
ression. But now things are changing -
West Indians are breaking down the fears
and setting the example of everyday in-
subordination. The culture of young
blacks means living your life out on the
streets - not tucked privately away in
your house, divorced from your neigh-
bours. Having already seized back their
own time - through unemployment - the
blacks seize back their own space as
well by permanently occupying the str-
eets. The blaring of Sound systems and.
blatant flouting of the law by conspic-
uous dope smoking means they are syst-
ematically harrassed by the police be-
cause they are supposed to be either at
work or at school. Brixton sets an
example for anyone looking for enjoyment
without the sacrifices of official emp-
loyment - the compulsion to sacrifice
your life at work in order to buy it
back after working hours. It's a posi-
tive culture which denies the necessity
of a job for either identity or enjoy-
ment. Although the police choice of
target is obviously racist it is also
the public character of black peoplels
response which marks them out for spec-
ial police attention.

l98l"no-go"oreos
The I981 riots saw the first breaking
through the surface of this underground
economy in its new collective rather
than private form. The largely selfish,

individualist character of everyday mass
illegality was left behind by a more
social seizure of goods — indeed by a
collective grabbing back of the entire
neighbourhood and its resources. The
"no-go" areas not only excluded the
police but began to include wider layers
of the surrounding population, who
having been trained in illegality
through work in the black economy were
now emboldened by the example of others
to seize back collectively what was
theirs in the first place. After the
riots the authorities and the Left were
bemused to find no organisational trace
of the movement left behind. It had gone
back into the struggle for survival in
veryday life - a struggle which the
state is determinedly criminalising in’
all its aspects.

JOBL&
J£llNlN8
FUlJU=' It

STEP -BAP

“ I blame unemployment for
the increase in law and order.’

S'S ottocks
Besides the obvious increase in police
powers and activity the main areas the
state has chosen for its attack are
through social security and employment
legislation. The number of unemployment
benefit review officers, fraud officers,
liable relative officers and special
investigators attached to local SS off-
ices continually increases - as the
number of people actually capable of
paying you any money decreases. The
latest innovation is the Special Claims
Control Unit. These are teams of invest-
igators (often ex-policemen) who move
from office to office to ‘blitz’ claims.
They systematically investigate one in
every twenty claims,_looking particular-
ly at women, long-term claimants, people
with skills who might be fiddling etc.
Houses are watched, neighbours are ques-
tioned and so forth. If they have any

¢

grounds for suspicion, however feeble,
you will be called for interview where
they will try and intimidate you into
making a statement or withdrawing your
claim. Their main stick is the "non-
prosecution interview" where you will be
told that you could be prosecuted for a
fraudulent claim but, out of the good-
ness of their hearts, if you agree to
withdraw your claim for 6 months they
will not prosecute. The purpose of this
is to force long-term claimants off the
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register to join the l7Z of unemployed
people already not bothering to sign on.
New social security rules are increas-
inglv designed to keep people away from
the offices themselves, so as to avoid
the possibility of violence or collect-
ive action - thus the introduction of
the new postal forms for your first
claim. Though there is a high incidence
of attacks on individual S.S officers
it is amazing that S.S offices have not
yet been the scene of even one riot yet
alone continual disturbances as they
should be. The purpose of the design of
the offices, the long waits, the way
they continually fuck you about, is to
keep you demoralised and divided. How
many times do you see people moaning
about the_claimant in front of them who
is, quite rightly, arguing for ages at
the reception interview - rather than
taking collective action against the
S.S office itself. In September, in
Stockwell, south London, a black walked
into his local D.H.S.S. office with a
large petrol can and and started splash-
ing it all over the floor and seats.
Other claimants realised at once what
he was going to do. Instead of moaning
about their turn in the queue they
said "Yeah, right man, we've been fuck-
ed about too long" and threw matcheg at
the petrol as they made a speedy exit
@hT°"Bh,FPe d?9f5'

As for those leftist CPSA members who
work in SS offices and when taking in-
dustrial action recently said, "We're
on strike for your benefit" - well if
you really want to take action for
our benefit, then just start giving out
the large discretionary payment giros
to all claimants F then we might begin
to think we're on the same side! As for
those claimants union jerks who are
after careers as alternative social
workers and think they can represent
us - you can fuck off too - we don't
need anyone to mediate our anger.

A (different) London Worker Replies:

This correspondence raises several questions. -I agree with
Marcus’s rejection of the myth of the groovy black lifestyle or
that of homy-handed northemers fair bristling with revolu-
tionary class consciousness. -These are just images projected to
mask just another sub-cultural strategy for survival. Although
they may be the basis for a limited resistance to the corrosive
effects of living in this society, they hold no inner truth
which will light the spark of proletarian revolution. In fact it
is only when such resistance goes beyond ethnic or geo-
graphical boundaries that there is a- prospect for some major
upheavel. This ‘happened to a limited extent during the riots,
but as that movement developped the stress turned from
confrontation with the police to a search for opportunities
for looting and the immediate gain of commodoties.

As for the Bimiingham SS Strikers, well they may be
scum, but if they are taking on the bosses they should be
supported - not because they are such charming people,
always helpful, blah, blah, but because strike action, and
unofficial strike action in particular breaks the bonds of
structured alienated relationships. When they are on strike

Tebbifs Low
Through its large number of youth train

ing and MSC work schemes the state
further aims to divide and criminal-
ise the unemployed from employed mem-
bers of the working class. Tebbit's lat-
est proposals to guarantee all school

leavers "some experience of work" aims
to isolate the youths who remain un-
grateful for this wonderful opportunity.
The aim is to dragoon people into acc-
eptance by offering them "the everyday
discipline of work" at poverty wage
rates while making it more difficult '
for them to claim S.S. This would poli-
tically strengthen the police in har-
assing those who still insist on "hang-
ing out" and refusing work as they
could be portrayed as criminally work
shy.

The forging of the link between the
common interests of the unemployed and
the employed a£_w2£k_is now vital if we
are to go beyond mre survival and
contemplate the possibilities of going
further than the I981 uprisings. In I98]
there was no instance of rioters calling
en the employed working class at wo_r_li
to join in, bringing the strike weapon
into play - when the smoke cleared there
were no occupied factories in sight.In
the nights of rioting a spontaneous
coming together, particularly in the
Northern cities like Manchester, Hull
and Leeds, of rioters and people at
work was a distinct possibility. In
Toxteth for example on July 4th the
police were clearly losing the battle
for control of the streets. The rioters
were moving towards the main arteries
of communication, used in the early
morning by tens of thousands of workers.
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Solidarity between the employed, and
hostility towards the police is probably
nnre out in the open in Liverpool than
any other British City. We can only
guess at what would have happened if
such contact had been made. What we can
say is that when it does happen riot
will be turning into insurrection. The
day to dav experience of working class
communities based on an illegal struggle
to survive makes the prospect increasingl
likely.
It is fundamental to the state's stra-
tegy to trv and keep these new forces
in opposition to it marginalised, to try
and keep the traditional division be-
tween, on the one hand, the employed
and "respectable" unemployed and. on
the other, the workshy and criminally
inclined unemployed. But, as we have
alreadv seen, millions of people are
now forced into illegality for everyday
survival so that these divisions are
disintegrating. The criminalisation
strategy has the reverse effect to
that intended - it not only fails to
isolate the few but, instead,va&tly
increases their numbers. The division
that has been created is between, on
the one hand, the unemployed and the
low paid employed, and, on the other,
the small elements of the working class
who aspire to middle class status,
fearfully seeking to maintain their iob
security and living standards, looking
gratefully at the police and the trade
unions to protect it from lawless
elements and the abyss of poverty into
which it might fafll.

The Scorcher - a Cardiff based
If the police hadr-‘r fired ¢-8- srenades anarcho-situ- nationalist paper with
around dawn contact would undoubtedly a tasty “ne in venom is now defunct
have been established between the rioters-
and these early morning shift workers.

ntially emotive.
they can't hide behind their desks, grills and other def-
ensive paraphenalia, but must respond in some sort of
human way.

All this talk of “forging links” - well a lot of it’s counter-
feit. Solidarity goes beyond a common ground of interest
- a bartering of politico-economic muscle. It is our re-

sponse ~ when we see other workers fighting back: we
want to join in, we want to take things further. The
left is scared of such solidarity, things would get out
of control, they want to limit solidarity to a fiver in
the ' collection tin. Hence the vacuous CPSA slogan
“We’re striking for your benefit” - they're just taking
the piss,~~because we all know that when its over it
will be the same as usual for claimants.

I do think it’s worth insulting people if they behave
| like shits - that way they are more likely to question

their role as -supervisors of other peoples poverty,
than if they are just spoken to nicely. As for the
choice of insult, Ifeel it is more appropriate to look at
the social neuroses behind such expressions (in this
case feelings of social inferiority) than just adopting
a moralistic, rationalistic stance to something esse-

Richard Essex
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OUR FRIENDS WRITE :

(Freedom Letters) -

l./

s_4
I find many of the sentiments expressed in certain ‘anarchist’ papers
hypocritical. I quote here from an article in Workers’ Playtime..... ..

. .Personally this sounds too much like SWP rhetoric for my liking.
Is th-is the voice of an anarchist‘ ‘? (Freedom Letters)
As for the articles in Workers Playtime sounding like SWP rhetoric,
most of the people in London Workers Group are ‘pure’ marxists who
think that by tacking the word autonomy (never clearly defined) on to

P's‘-"-3-W the holy writ of Das Capital (sic), they can call themselves ‘Libertarian’.

If we use force people will not accept us and will destroy us. So, ‘play-
mate’, stop reading Stirner, its bad for you. . (Freedom Letters)
This paper, as shown by its title and equally joky byline “popular yarns

communism.

of class war” is only half serious in treating such questions as the
attacks of the bourgeoisie, workers struggle, war and the perspective of

Indeed why have ‘some members of the London Workers Group’
1" bothered to put together this collection of ‘just the views of the individ-
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» ual contributors’, this so-called ‘discussion forum’, for no declared
...= ' - " * reason distinct from producing the LWG’s Bulletin, which itself is a

... " 1 collection of anarchist, councillist and autonomist articles, also without
1 an editorial ‘line’ (p.9), ie programmatic coherence ‘?. . . . . .
E the LWG’s confusionism, masquerading as discussion, is reinforced by

"-3- its localism -and refusal to organise systematically. Without breaking .
" through this vicious circle, revolutionary intervention will indeed

.._. remain a bit of a joke.
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(World Revolution) (sic)
some hard thinking is needed about ‘our’ activities and our publications.

" I see the LWG as part of that ‘our’ more specifically than the larger
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To The London Workers Group,
Box LWG

—- _. = ‘ultra-left’ movement but I doubt if ‘Wildcat’ is seen in the same light
~ " " . by LWG‘? We need to ACT together more on a national basis and this

- “ ‘ -' =,_ ' needs to be taken into account when taking decisions about ‘our’
= “ publications.(Letter from member of Wildcat)

Workers Playtime is produced by some
members of the London Workers Group.
It is not the public face or theoretical

C 1 Metropolitan Wharf, journal of the L_WG. Articles reflect the
Wapping Wall,
London E 1 _

I would like to SUbSCl'lb6 to “Workers
Playtime". I enclose £2 for an annual
subscription.
Namez.

thoughts, fantasies and madequacies of
their authors (in no particular order).
Playtime is intended as a forum for disc-
ussing the reality of class struggle. If you
have something to c0ntribute—news,
feedback, whatever--we would like to
hear from you. There is no editorial line-
but that doesn’t mean we don’t know
what we disagree with.


